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Dark Matter ProblemDark Matter Problem



Dark Matter: Dark Matter: 
Observational EvidenceObservational Evidence

Fritz Fritz ZwickyZwicky (1933): Dispersion speed (1933): Dispersion speed 
of galaxies in a Coma Cluster too high of galaxies in a Coma Cluster too high 
=> `dynamic mass’ is ~400 times => `dynamic mass’ is ~400 times 
larger than `luminous mass’larger than `luminous mass’
S. Smith (1936): similar observation in S. Smith (1936): similar observation in 
Virgo Cluster; x200 excess in mass, Virgo Cluster; x200 excess in mass, 
can be explained by presence of can be explained by presence of 
additional matter between the galaxiesadditional matter between the galaxies



Galactic rotationGalactic rotation
Vera Rubin (1970): Measured rotation of spiral Vera Rubin (1970): Measured rotation of spiral 
galaxies, discovered stars on the periphery revolve galaxies, discovered stars on the periphery revolve 
too fast around the galaxy center=> an invisible halo too fast around the galaxy center=> an invisible halo 
carries ~90% of galaxy masscarries ~90% of galaxy mass

v2~1/r ?



Gravitational Gravitational lensinglensing: 3D : 3D 
map of observable Universe map of observable Universe 
from Hubble telescopefrom Hubble telescope

R. Massey et al, Nature 445, 286 (2007):
Dark Matter Maps Reveal Cosmic 
Scaffolding
•Area of 1.6 deg^2
•~1/2 million galaxies



Chandra XChandra X--ray observatory ray observatory 
data’06 data’06 (see (see chandra.harward.educhandra.harward.edu ))

Galaxy cluster 1E Galaxy cluster 1E 
06570657--56 (`bullet 56 (`bullet 
cluster’) cluster’) 
Dark matter (blue) not Dark matter (blue) not 
slowed by the impact; slowed by the impact; 
while hot gas (red) is while hot gas (red) is 
slowed/distorted by slowed/distorted by 
drag forcedrag force
Separation during Separation during 
collisioncollision



More dark matter More dark matter 
evidence (2007)evidence (2007)

Ring of dark matter Ring of dark matter 
formed in collision formed in collision 
of two galaxy of two galaxy 
clustersclusters



matter/energy budget of universematter/energy budget of universe

Stars and galaxies are only ~0.5%Stars and galaxies are only ~0.5%
Neutrinos are ~0.3Neutrinos are ~0.3––10%10%
Rest of ordinary matter (electrons and protons) Rest of ordinary matter (electrons and protons) 
are ~5%are ~5%
Dark Matter ~30%Dark Matter ~30%
Dark Energy ~65%Dark Energy ~65%
AntiAnti--Matter 0%Matter 0%

axion a dark matter 
candidate



Possible solutionPossible solution

There is a new elementary particle There is a new elementary particle 
that escaped observation so farthat escaped observation so far



Strong CP ProblemStrong CP Problem

AxionAxion HypothesisHypothesis







AxionAxion: : NambuNambu--Goldstone boson of spontaneously broken U(1)Goldstone boson of spontaneously broken U(1)PQPQ
symmetry (Weinberg’78, Wilczek’78)symmetry (Weinberg’78, Wilczek’78)



Original papers proposing a new pseudoscalar boson





AxionAxion SearchesSearches



PVLAS resultsPVLAS results
based upon experimental idea of based upon experimental idea of 
L. L. MaianiMaiani, R. , R. PetronzioPetronzio, and , and 
E. E. ZavattiniZavattini, PLB 175, 359 (1986), PLB 175, 359 (1986)

Science, 17 March 2006



July 2006

Optics.org







DichroismDichroism
rotation of polarization planerotation of polarization plane

PRL 96, 110406 (2006) [hepPRL 96, 110406 (2006) [hep--ex/0507061];ex/0507061]; Phys Rev D47, Phys Rev D47, 
3707 (1993)3707 (1993)



DichroismDichroism
rotation of polarization planerotation of polarization plane

MaianiMaiani et.alet.al., ., PhyPhy. . LettLett. B175 (1986);. B175 (1986); www.ts.infn.it/experiments/pvlaswww.ts.infn.it/experiments/pvlas
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couplingcoupling
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comptoncompton
wavelengthwavelength

k: k: light light 
wavenumberwavenumber

L: L: magnetic magnetic 
field region field region 
lengthlength

N: N: number of number of 
traversalstraversals



EllipticityEllipticity
dispersion: photondispersion: photon--axionaxion mixingmixing

hephep--ex/0507061 (2005);ex/0507061 (2005); Phys Rev D47, 3707 (1993)Phys Rev D47, 3707 (1993)



ellipticityellipticity
dispersion; photondispersion; photon--axionaxion mixingmixing

MaianiMaiani et.alet.al., ., PhyPhy. . LettLett. B175 (1986);. B175 (1986); www.ts.infn.it/experiments/pvlaswww.ts.infn.it/experiments/pvlas
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M: M: inverse inverse 
couplingcoupling

KKmm ::inverse inverse 
comptoncompton
wavelengthwavelength

k: k: light light 
wavenumberwavenumber

L: L: magnetic magnetic 
field region field region 
lengthlength

N: N: number of number of 
traversalstraversals



PVLAS setupPVLAS setup

6 T ; 1 meter long dipole magnet

1064 nm ; 0.1 W laser

60 km path length in magnet

using 6 meters long 
optical cavity

cryostat rotation 0.3 Hz





AxionAxion interpretation of interpretation of 
PVLAS?PVLAS?
(from Ringwald’05)(from Ringwald’05)



Open mass range for Open mass range for axionsaxions
the combination of accelerator searches, astrophysical, and the combination of accelerator searches, astrophysical, and 
cosmological arguments leaves open a search windowcosmological arguments leaves open a search window

10-6 < ma < 10-3 eV



A workshop at the Institute for A workshop at the Institute for 
Advanced Study paid much attention Advanced Study paid much attention 
to a smallto a small--scale experiment that might scale experiment that might 
have found the first direct indication of have found the first direct indication of 
a new particlea new particle

Volume 47, Number 2 (March 2007)



AxionsAxions at the Institute for Advanced at the Institute for Advanced 
Study (Princeton, NJ, Oct.’06)Study (Princeton, NJ, Oct.’06)



Planned `LightPlanned `Light--ShiningShining--ThroughThrough--
TheThe--Wall’ Experiments to detect Wall’ Experiments to detect 
AxionAxion--Like ParticlesLike Particles



LIPSS is presently in the leadership LIPSS is presently in the leadership 
positionposition

Axion-Like Particle search 
status discussed at the IAS 
workshop Oct’06.
Conclusion: LIPSS is ahead of
other labs worldwide to test
existence of axion-like particle
claimed by PVLAS



LIPSS collaborationLIPSS collaboration
A. A. AfanasevAfanasev (**), K. McFarlane (**),  (**), K. McFarlane (**),  

R.RamdonR.Ramdon, H. Brown, C. Long, H. Brown, C. Long
Hampton UniversityHampton University

K. Beard, G. K. Beard, G. BiallasBiallas, J. Boyce, M. Shinn, J. Boyce, M. Shinn
Jefferson LabJefferson Lab

O.K. Baker (*), M. O.K. Baker (*), M. MinarniMinarni
Yale UniversityYale University

(*) (*) SpokesmanSpokesman
(**) (**) CoCo--SpokesmanSpokesman



Photon RegenerationPhoton Regeneration
‘light shining through a wall’‘light shining through a wall’

couple polarized laser couple polarized laser 
light with magnetic light with magnetic 
fieldfield
SikivieSikivie (1983); (1983); Ansel’mAnsel’m
(1985); Van Bibber et (1985); Van Bibber et 
al (1987) al (1987) 
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boson coupling to photonsboson coupling to photons

Light, neutral boson coupling to photonsLight, neutral boson coupling to photons

in present case, use FEL laser light and magnetic in present case, use FEL laser light and magnetic 
fieldfield
light polarization in direction of magnetic fieldlight polarization in direction of magnetic field
we want to test PVLAS in a completely independent we want to test PVLAS in a completely independent 
wayway

BEgFF
M

L
vv)

⋅=−=
44

1 ϕϕ µν
µνϕγγ

pseudoscalar particle or    
pseudoscalar interaction



Rate estimatesRate estimates

P = gP = g22BB22LL2 2 sinsin22(m(m22L/L/ωω)/(4m)/(4m22L/L/ωω))22 γγ--a proda prod
probprob

g = coupling constant (1/M)g = coupling constant (1/M)
B = magnetic fieldB = magnetic field
L = magnet lengthL = magnet length
ωω = light wavelength= light wavelength

Y = n PY = n P1 1 PP22 εε ((∆Ω∆Ω//ΩΩ) (N) (Nrr+2)/2+2)/2 yield (#/s)yield (#/s)

nn = photon flux (#/s)= photon flux (#/s)
P1 (P2)P1 (P2) = production (regeneration) probability= production (regeneration) probability
εε = detection efficiency= detection efficiency
∆Ω∆Ω//ΩΩ = solid angle= solid angle
NNr   r   == number of reflectionsnumber of reflections



LIPSS sensitivity rangeLIPSS sensitivity range

JLAB in ~1 day with 
IR FEL



Jefferson Lab and the Free Electron Jefferson Lab and the Free Electron 
LaserLaser



JLAB facility spectroscopic rangeJLAB facility spectroscopic range

LIPSS IR run at 900 nm



Anticipated parameters for LIPSS runAnticipated parameters for LIPSS run
BB--field:  field:  1.7 T   1.7 T   
magnet length:  magnet length:  1.0 m1.0 m
IR FEL powerIR FEL power 3 kW  3 kW  
IR FEL wavelengthIR FEL wavelength 900 nm  (1.38 900 nm  (1.38 eVeV))
quantum efficiencyquantum efficiency 0.40.4
linear polarizationlinear polarization 100%100%
acceptanceacceptance 100%100%
expt’lexpt’l efficiencyefficiency ~ 80%  (to be determined)~ 80%  (to be determined)

signal rate > 0.02 Hz; signal rate > 0.02 Hz; ggaaγγγγ = 1.6 x 10= 1.6 x 10--66

GeVGeV--11



JLAB FEL: regeneration experimentJLAB FEL: regeneration experiment

current
planned; 2007



infrared FEL 
operational at 10 kW 
extracted power

800 nm; tuneable

up to 75 MHz rep rate



39 ft

32 ft 8 in

laser light

2 GW magnets (4 total)

Lab 1 in FEL Building

optical tables

LIPSS 
exp

The experiment is mounted in Laboratory 1 in 
the FEL Building.  There are two GW magnets 
used for PS generation, and two for photon 
regeneration. (0.5 m long; 1.8 T each)



LIPSS todayLIPSS today



LIPSS detectorLIPSS detector



DetectorDetector
Liquid nitrogen cooled CCD
Very low noise, <2 e/h
per pixel,
20µm pixels



Periodic Magnetic Field: Periodic Magnetic Field: 
Opportunity at Optical Opportunity at Optical 
FrequenciesFrequencies

Removes Removes q·lq·l<<1 constraint  <<1 constraint  
K. Van Bibber et al, PRL 59 (1987) 759K. Van Bibber et al, PRL 59 (1987) 759

Can be used to measure mass Can be used to measure mass mmbb
AA et al, hepAA et al, hep--ph/0605250ph/0605250

--Requires magnet length ~ m in IR;Requires magnet length ~ m in IR;
--Not practical for XNot practical for X--rays: need ~ kmrays: need ~ km--long long 

magnetsmagnets



LIPSS Status Summary    LIPSS Status Summary    

Fall’06Fall’06--Winter’07: Installation, calibration Winter’07: Installation, calibration 
completecomplete
First data taken in March’07First data taken in March’07

(20h in `scalar boson’ configuration)(20h in `scalar boson’ configuration)
–– Analysis underwayAnalysis underway

Will be taking `Will be taking `pseudoscalarpseudoscalar’ data this Fall’ data this Fall
Further improvements possible Further improvements possible –– under under 
discussiondiscussion





relic relic axionsaxions

axionsaxions created created 
moments after moments after 
the big bang.the big bang.
thermalizedthermalized
over timeover time
mass range mass range 
must be must be 
consistent with consistent with 
astrophysical astrophysical 
observablesobservables



microwave cavity techniquemicrowave cavity technique
R. Bradley et al, Rev. Mod. Phys. 75, 777(2003)R. Bradley et al, Rev. Mod. Phys. 75, 777(2003)



CAST experimentCAST experiment

Uses LHC prototype dipole, 
looks for axions from the sun 
regenerating photons in the x-
ray region. K. Zioutas et al., PRL 94, 
121301 (2005)

Has seen no effect



AxionAxion Search SummarySearch Summary

JLAB in ~1 day with 
IR FEL



Theory challenge:Theory challenge:
Testing Deviations from QED in Precision Testing Deviations from QED in Precision 
Atomic MeasurementsAtomic Measurements

Elastic LightElastic Light--byby--Light scattering in QED proceeds Light scattering in QED proceeds 
through creation/annihilation of virtual through creation/annihilation of virtual ee++ee-- pairs pairs 
[Heisenberg[Heisenberg--Euler ’36; Euler ’36; WeisskopfWeisskopf ’36]’36]
No experimental observation so far: effect too No experimental observation so far: effect too 
weak; negligible compared to PVLAS effectweak; negligible compared to PVLAS effect
EE44--term of Heisenbergterm of Heisenberg--Euler Euler LagrangianLagrangian constrained constrained 
by atomic physics: deviation from QED excluded at by atomic physics: deviation from QED excluded at 
2020--50% level (Wichman50% level (Wichman--Kroll’56, 1/r4 correction to Kroll’56, 1/r4 correction to 
Coulomb potential). Coulomb potential). Cannot rule out PVLASCannot rule out PVLAS--strength strength 
pseudoscalarpseudoscalar (E(E··B) effect; but largeB) effect; but large scalar Escalar E22

interaction is likely constrained interaction is likely constrained (AA, (AA, FlambaumFlambaum, , 
KarshenboimKarshenboim, in progress), in progress)
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